
Answer the questions. 

1. What r-controlled vowel sound do you hear in the word carnival?  ____________________

2. In the word guarantee, which syllable has an r-controlled vowel sound? ____________________

3. In the word inspirational, which syllable has an r-controlled vowel sound? ____________________

4. What r-controlled vowel sound do you hear in the word conspiracies? ____________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. to change direction suddenly  ____________________

6. to make something certain or safe  ____________________

7. to cause something to become dishonest  ____________________

8. extremely silly, foolish, or unreasonable  ____________________

Fill in the missing letters to complete the spelling word.

9.  __ o __ f __ __ m __ t __ __ n hint: proof which shows that something is true

10.  __ u __ d __ n   hint: something heavy that is carried

11.  c __ n __ __ __ t  hint: a public performance of music

12.  __ __ t h __ __ i t __  hint: the power to give orders or make decisions
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carnival
carpenter
compartment
guarantee
swerve
concert
determine

 alerted
 confirmation
 conspiracies
 inspirational 
 whirlwind 
 corrupt
 horizontal

authority
elaborate
absurd 
disturbing
burden
ensure

Spelling Words Review Words

sensitive
fashionable
disrupted

deteriorating
courteous 

Challenge Words



Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  My mom always keeps a first aid kit in the glove _______________________ in her car.

14.  Our dog, Reese, barked and _______________________ us that someone was at the door.

15.  The _______________________ carefully drilled a small hole in the wall.

16.  He carefully leveled each board to ensure a perfectly _______________________ foundation.

17.  Zaire and Jia flipped a coin to _______________________ who would go first.

18.  Nihal’s teacher gave him back his essay and asked him to _______________________ more.

19.  The baby’s constant crying was _______________________ everyone in the library.

20.  Our trip was so fast, it felt like a _______________________ .

Answer the questions. 

21.		Which	review	word	has	the	/ĕ/	sound?	 ______________________

22.  In the word fashionable,	what	syllable	is	the	/ă/	sound	in?	 ______________________

23.  How many syllables are in the word disrupted? ______________________

24.  In the word deteriorating, which syllables have r-controlled  
  vowel sounds?   ______________________

25.  In the word courteous, which syllable has an r-controlled  
  vowel sound?   ______________________

carpenter
whirlwind

compartment
horizontal

    determine
    elaborate

  alerted
  disturbing 
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Answer the questions. 

1. What r-controlled vowel sound do you hear in the word carnival?  ____________________

2. In the word guarantee, which syllable has an r-controlled vowel sound? ____________________

3. In the word inspirational, which syllable has an r-controlled vowel sound? ____________________

4. What r-controlled vowel sound do you hear in the word conspiracies? ____________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. to change direction suddenly  ____________________

6. to make something certain or safe  ____________________

7. to cause something to become dishonest  ____________________

8. extremely silly, foolish, or unreasonable  ____________________

Fill in the missing letters to complete the spelling word.

9.  __ o __ f __ __ m __ t __ __ n hint: proof which shows that something is true

10.  __ u __ d __ n   hint: something heavy that is carried

11.  c __ n __ __ __ t  hint: a public performance of music

12.  __ __ t h __ __ i t __  hint: the power to give orders or make decisions
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 c    n    i   r      a    i  o

 b     r     e

   o    c  e  r

 a  u      o  r     y

/är/

first

second

/îr/

swerve

ensure

corrupt

absurd



Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  My mom always keeps a first aid kit in the glove _______________________ in her car.

14.  Our dog, Reese, barked and _______________________ us that someone was at the door.

15.  The _______________________ carefully drilled a small hole in the wall.

16.  He carefully leveled each board to ensure a perfectly _______________________ foundation.

17.  Zaire and Jia flipped a coin to _______________________ who would go first.

18.  Nihal’s teacher gave him back his essay and asked him to _______________________ more.

19.  The baby’s constant crying was _______________________ everyone in the library.

20.  Our trip was so fast, it felt like a _______________________ .

Answer the questions. 

21.		Which	review	word	has	the	/ĕ/	sound?	 ______________________

22.  In the word fashionable,	what	syllable	is	the	/ă/	sound	in?	 ______________________

23.  How many syllables are in the word disrupted? ______________________

24.  In the word deteriorating, which syllables have r-controlled  
  vowel sounds?   ______________________

25.  In the word courteous, which syllable has an r-controlled  
  vowel sound?   ______________________

carpenter
whirlwind

compartment
horizontal

    determine
    elaborate

  alerted
  disturbing 
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sensitive

first

three

 
second and fourth

 
first

compartment

alerted

carpenter

horizontal

determine

elaborate

disturbing

whirlwind
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